ibj,tu ,arp
[sf'd] vezjv lsh ,tu lksd ,t lscg ,t ,utrvk ,ukhjv v,t oheukt wv. The /ck ,ufrc wnd says,
vann ikbn kkp,h lf rjtu v"cev ka ujca ost rsxh okugk htkna wr ars. Before someone
davens, he should first state the praise of Hashem and then begin his vkhp,. We learn
this from van. He first praised Hashem as is mentioned in this euxp, lscg ,t ,utrvk v,t
lksd ,t. Only then did he begin his vkhp, to allow him to enter ktrah .rt. This is also
the basis for the three initial ,ufrc of vrag vbuna, where we mention Hashem’s
greatness, before we proceed with our requests in the subsequent ,ufrc. However, this
needs to be explained. Are we trying to flatter Hashem by praising Him, so that he will
listen to our vkhp,?
Rav Moshe Feinstein k"mz, (c"j or kue wx) explains, that if for example we were to ask a
friend to do something for us, we understand that he may help us, but it’s not
guaranteed. However, when we daven and make requests of Hashem, our feeling must
be that we are totally dependent on Hashem and only if He wishes, will it be fulfilled.
This is why van praised Hashem before his vkhp,. We are not doing it for Hashem.
Rather we are doing it for ourselves, to have the frame of mind that everything comes
from Him. This is something that even van needed to do, because without this
recognition, his vkhp, would not be effective. Following in van’s footsteps, k"zj
instituted this concept into our daily ,ukhp,, so that we too can come to this vrfv, this
recognition that everything comes from Him, before we request from Him our needs.
This idea pertains to all aspects of vkhp,. Rav Moshe comments that when there is
someone who is k"jr not well, some people incorrectly start davening and saying ohkv,
in earnest, only when the vkuj has taken a turn for the worst, and the doctors have all
but given up hope. But they are mistaken. Rather they should daven right away bearing
in mind that all health comes from Hashem. Only then should the necessary ,uks,av,
like going to the doctor, be done. With this frame of mind, may we merit and be vfuz to
have all our ,ukhp, answered and bring a vguah to all those who need it.
Have a good Shabbos.
Rabbi Yitzchok Davis
Kollel Merkaz Hatorah, Beverly Hills, CA

